
where ,3 is the fermion magnetic moment and N is the 
atomic density. The critical temperatures TE') for mag- 
netic transitions from the disordered phase can also be 
found thermodynamically from the conditions for the 
stability of a Fermi  sphere with thermal diffuseness 
against small deformations. 

Model calculations of the temperature dependence of 
the magnetization in the ordered phase and T:') were 
performed earlier  by Akhiezer et aL4 These calcula- 
tions did not take into account, e.g., the dependence of 
the Fermi-liquid function on the magnetic moment, of 
the form cp(u +u')M, which gives a contribution to the 
free energy of the same order a s  that in Ref. 4. 

In liquid 3He the quantity 1 +Zo=0.3. Crude estimates 
from the available experimental data show that a22,/ 
a p 2 >  0, i.e., no< 0, and the paramagnetic state of 'He 

is evidently stable in the entire region of existence of 
the liquid phase. 

The aythor is grateful to A. F. Andreev, I.-E. Dzyalo- 
shinskii, M. I. Kaganov, and L. P. Pitaevskii for very 
useful discussions and consultations. 
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A theory is constructed of natural optical activity of crystals with wurtzite structure in the exciton- 
resonance frequency region. The reflection spectra are calculated for parallel and crossed polarizations of 
the incident and reflected light. The method of calculating the reflection coeffcient is generalized to 
include the case of oblique incidence of the light for a generate exciton level, with allowance for dipole- 
forbidden states. Analysis of the limiting transition to the nonresonant region has made it possible to 
compare the conclusions of the developed microscopic theory with the results of the phenomenological 
approach. The reflection spectra of CdS at oblique incidence of light on the crystal boundary, in the 
region of the exciton resonance B, = , are experimentally investigated for the first time ever. The 
theoretical and experimental results are compared. 

PACS numbers: 78.20.Ek, 78.20.Dj 

INTRODUCTION class C,,). 

Natural optical activity (NOA) can be possessed by 
crystals whose symmetry admits of linear terms in the 
expansion of the dielectric tensor E ~ , ( W ,  k) in powers of 
the wave vector k. ls2  The best known consequence of 
NOA is the rotation of the plane of polarization of a lin- 
early polarized light wave when it propagates in an op- 
tically active medium. At the same time, there exist 
crystal classes C3,, C4, and C,,, which admit of NOA but 
do not have a rotating ability for any of the light-propa- 
gation  direction^.^ In such crystals, just as  in uniaxial 
inactive crystals, ordinary (transverse) and extraordin- 
ary (mixed) waves can be excited. However, a s  a result 
of the NOA the extraordinary waves in these crystals a r e  
elliptically polarized. The polarization ellipse l ies in 
this case in the plane containing the hexagonal axis C6 
and the wave vector Ir. The feasibility in principle of the 
existence of such waves and their experimental manifes- 
tations was apparently f i rs t  pointed out in Refs. 3 and 4. 
Recently experimental observation of NOA was reported 
in the crystals CdS (Ref. 5) and AgI (Ref. 6)  (crystal 

The present paper is devoted to a theoretical and ex- 
perimental investigation of NOA in the region of exciton 
resonance of crystals of the wurtzite type (symmetry 
C,,). In the first  part of the art icle we derive a system 
of material equations and obtain the energy spectrum of 
optical excitons in the region of exciton states B,., with 
account taken of the terms linear in k in the exciton 
Hamiltonian (Secs. 1 and 21, we analyze the supplemen- 
tary boundary conditions for a degenerate excitonic lev- 
el, which a r e  applicable for oblique incidence of light 
(Sec. 3) establish, by a limiting transition to the nonres- 
onant region, the connection between the microscopic 
and phenomenological theories of NOA (Sec. 4), and pre- 
sent the results of a theoretical calculations of the re- 
flection spectra with account taken of the NOA of crys- 
tals with wurtzite structure (Sec. 5). In the second part 
we describe the experimental procedure (Sec. I ) ,  there- 
suits of the experimental investigation of the NOA in CdS 
crystals (Sec. 2), discuss the role of each of the param- 
eters of the theory in the formation of the reflection 
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spectra, and present a comparison of the experimental TABLE 1. The matrix elements 410 ( i = x , y , z )  in the ap- 

and theoretical results (Sec. 3). proximation linear in k. 

I. THEORY 

1. The Material Equations 

In A2B6 crystals with wurtzite structures (e.g., CdS 
and CdSe), depending on the symmetry of the excitbnic 
state, a distinction is made between the excitons A(r ,  

together five independent constants (y,,, y,, a,,, a,, &), 
X r , )  and B or  C(r7X r,). We consider NOA in the res- which determine these corrections. The real constants 
onant frequency region corresponding to the exciton B, dl and dl, determine the matrix elements of the dipole- 
=1, since the effects of the NOA for excitons 3 and C active transitions, 
should manifest themselves more strongly than those for - - 
excitons A (see Sec. 2). The exciton contribution P(k, w) to the polarization of 

the medium is connected with the coefficients C,(k, w) 
The ground state of exciton B is split by the exchange by the relation 

interaction into a doubly degenerate level r5 and two 
nondegenerate levels r, and I?,. In operations from P ( k , a ) =  C ~ , ( k , a ) d ; ( k ) .  
group C,,, the corresponding wave functions of the ex- " 
citon a re  transformed like the components k, y) ,  z and Taking the inverse Fourier transform C,(k, w)- C,(r, 
J, (J, is the projection of an arbitrary pseudovector on w) in (4) and introducing the notation 
the C, axis). 

We confine ourselves henceforth to excitons with ener- 
gy $,(k) satisfying the inequality 

where the indices v and v'number the states rSr, rsY, r , ,  
and r 2 ,  

M, and M,, a re  the translational masses of the excitonfor 
the propagation directions kl c and k ll  c (c is a unit vec- 
tor in the direction of the C6 axis), and A%' is the energy 
difference between the considered excitonic states and 
any other states. 

We represent the wave function of the exciton in the 
form 

where p, i s  the wave function of the exciton a t  rest ,  r is 
the position of i t s  center of gravity. Taking the Fourier 
transform in the temporal Schrijdinger equation, we ob- 
tain, i f  the inequalities ( I )  a r e  satisfied, a system of 
equations for the Fourier components C,(k, w): 

where E(k, w) is the amplitude of the electric field in 
tensity, d,,(k) = (v la (k)I 0) is  the matrix element of the 
dipole-moment density operator, corresponding to ex- 
citation of an exciton in a state v.  The matrix H,,(k) 
in (4) takes into account the terms linear in k in the en- 
ergy spectrum of the e x c i t ~ n s . ~ ' ~  In the bases r,,, I?,, 
r , ,  r 2 ,  indicated above, this matrix takes the form9 

where a re  real constants. 

The components of the vector d,(k), including correc- 
tions linear in k, a re  listed in the table. There a re  al- 

Po.=d,Cr,(r, a ) ,  PO,=d,Cr,dr, a ) ,  
(7) 

Po,=d,,Cl-,(r, a ) ,  Q = G C n ( r ,  a ) ,  

we can reduce the system (4) to the form 

dn [ST,(- iV)- t ta]P, . -$ , -div  Po, 
d r  (9 

=q [ar d i v ~ , +  (l+all :) 8.1. 

[ a r , ( - i 8 )  -Aa]Q-$I  rot, Po,=-d,'$, rot, E,. (10) 

The contribution of the excitons to the polarization of the 
medium is expressed, according to (6) and the table, in 
terms of the quantities introduced in (7): 

Consequently, in the zeroth approximation in k for the 
matrix elements in d,,, the vector Po = (Pw,  P,, Po,) 
coincides with the excitonic contribution to the polariza- 
tion. We note that Eqs. (8)-(10) for Po and Q could be 
obtained in general form from symmetry considerations 
alone. However, the derivation presented here is made 
it possible to establish the connection between some of 
the coefficients in these equations. 

Expression (11) and Eqs. (8)-(10) constitute the sys- 
tem of material equations which together with Maxwell's 
equations form a closed system. 

2. Energy Spectrum of the Optical Excitons 

The influence of terms linear in k on the energy spec- 
trum of the Coulomb excitons was analyzed in detail in 
Ref. 9. In the present section we obtain the spectrum of 
the optical excitons (polaritons), i.e., we take the re- 
tardation into account. The dispersion relations for the 
polaritons a re  obtained from the condition for the exist- 
ence of nonzero solutions of the simultaneous system of 
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equations (8)- (11) and Maxwell's equations. Another 
method, which of course leads to the same results is 
based on the solution of the equation 

where E ,  is the transverse component of the vector E 
(relative to the vector k), E0 is t,he tensor of the back- 
ground dielectric constant, and f l  is the contribution of 
the Coulomb ex:itons B to the polarizability tensor. The 
expression for B(w, k) can be obtained by using the en- 
ergy spectrum and the selection rules for the Coulomb 
excitons, which were calculated in Ref. 9. 

For simplicity we consider henceforth the case k l  c, 
which corresponds to the geometry of the experiments 
of Refs. 5 and 6, and neglect the linear corrections to 
the matrix elements d,(kf. 

The indicated closed system of equations has two types 
of solutions: transverse modes and mixed modes. For 
the transverse modes (E 1 k and E 1 c), in the case  kl c 
the dispersion equation takes the form 

In the case of mixed modes, the vector E lies in the (k, 
c) plane, and the dispersion equation for them takes the 
form 

In (13) and (14) we have introduced the following notation: 
k, cOll is the background dielectric constant for the po- 
larization E l  c and E I1 c; EwL,' =48d!/~~~ and EWLT" 
= 4'lrd;!JEol, a re  the longitudinal- transverse splittings for 
the states r, and ri. 

Each of the dispersion equations (13) and (14) is cubic 
in k2, meaning the existence of three transverse and 
three mixed modes. Therefore the total number of modes 
is equal to six in accordance with the two states of po- 
larization of the external photon and the fourfold degen- 
eracy of the exciton B in the ground state. Since all the 
coefficients in (13) and (14) a r e  real, the roots of each 
of them a r e  either all  real  o r  else one of them is real 
and the two others a r e  complex conjugate. The real neg- 
ative and complex roots correspond to damped modes. 

According to (13) and (14), the constant Bl in the case 
of terms linear in k leads to a mixing of the polaritons 
r1 with longitudinal excitons I?,, while the constant B2 
leads to a mixing of the polaritons r5 with the dipole- 
forbidden excitons r2. 

Figure 1 shows the characteristic energy spectra of 
the polaritons B,., for  two cases: B1 = & = O  (Figs. l a  
and b) and o2w,,/c = 0.05 meV, B1 =-o2 (Ref. 9) (Figs. l c  
and Id), where oo = go/E is the resonant frequency of the 
exciton B. In the calculation we used the following val- 
uesof theparameters: go=Ewo=2.568 eV, ho',,=1.4 
meV, D), =2.1 meV, ML =1.3mo, coL =8.3, EOII =8.6 
(m, is the mass of the f ree  electron), and neglected the 

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum of optical excitons without (a, b) and 
with (c, d) allowance for the terms linear In k in the exciton 
Hamiltonian: 1, 2,  3-transverse modes (a, c), 4, 5, 6- 
mixed modes (b, dl. The solid curves are plots of the energy 
of the optical excitona against the real part of k, and the 
dashed are plots of the imaginary parts. The numerical values 
of the parameters used in the calculation are given in the text. 

dispersion curves of the transverse modes 1, 2, and 3, 
while Figs. l b  and I d  show the dispersion branches of 
the mixed modes 4, 5, and 6. A comparison of Figs. 
l a ,  c with Figs. 1 b, d demonstrates clearly the influ- 
ence of the terms linear in k on the energy spectra of 
the excitons. 

Solution of the system of Eqs. (8)-(10) makes i t  pos- 
sible to find the exciton contribution to the polarizability 
of the crystal and consequently also to the dielectric 
tensor E,,(w, k). In particular, the contribution of the 
exciton to the off-diagonal components E,, = - E, and &,, 
- - - E ~  is 

The ellipticity of the mixed modes is determined by the 
parameter Bi. At the same time, the constant f12 does. 
not change the state of polarization of the polaritons, 
since i t  does not lead to expressions for c,, and &,. 

Consequently the NOA in the vicinity of the exciton res- 
onance is connected with the constant ol. It canbeshown 
that the terms linear in k in the energy spectrum of the 
exciton A ( r ,  x r , )  do not lead to NOA. This explains, in 
particular, our choice of exciton B for the analysis. 

exchange splitting of the exciton B. The solid curves in Boundary Conditions 
Fig. 1 correspond to real  parts of k, and the dashed 
ones to the imaginary parts. Figures l a  and l c  show the To observe NOA experimentally in CdS and AgI crys- 
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tals, the reflection spectra were investigated5', in po- 
larized light obliquely incident on the crystal boundary. 
In accordance with the experimental geometry of the 
cited papers, we consider henceforth the case when the 
C, axis is perpendicular to the plane of incidence and 
lines in the plane of the reflecting face of the crystal 
(Fig. 2). 

In the general case the connection between the p and s 
components of the indicent and reflected light can be 
represented in the form 

where Eo and E a r e  the amplitudes of the incident and 
reflected waves, the index s (p) corresponds to the com- 
ponent of the vector Eo or E parallel (perpendicular) to 
the C6 axis. The reflection coefficeints rpb, r,,, Y~ and 
rsb depend on the frequency o and on the incidence angle 
cp. By virtue of the invariance of the system to time re- 
versal and by virtue of the symmetry of the considered 
reflection geometry (see Fig. 2), the off-diagonal co- 
efficients rps and r,, should coincide. 

In the calculation of the reflection coefficients in the 
exciton region of the spectrum it  is necessary, as is 
well-known to specify supplementary boundary condi- 
tions (SBC).'*'O In the considered case of the exciton 
B,.,, there should be four such conditions. We use SBC 
in the form 

At normal incidence of light, and without taking into ac- 
count the terms linear in k, the SBC (17) go over into 
the frequently used SBC that correspond to the vanishing 
of the exciton polarization on the boundary. At b,= 4 = 0 
and 4, =0,  the SBC (17) reduce to the condition P,,I,, 
=0,  which was used previously to calculate the re- 
flection coefficient in the region of the exciton A in the 
crystals CdS and ~ d ~ e . " " ~  Finally, the conditions (17) 
constitute a generalization, to the case of oblique inci- 
dence of the light, of the SBC used by Mahan and H o p  
field8 to calculate the reflection spectrum in normal in- 
cidence with account taken of the terms linear in k.' 

The conditions (17) can be obtained by following the 
derivation of the SBC in Refs. 10, 13, and 14, i f  the 
length of the polariton wave exceeds the radius of the 

Crystal \I E 

FIG. 2. Geometry of the reflection. Positive directions of 
the p-components of the incident and reflected light are marked 
by arrows, and the positive direction of the s components coin- 
cides with the direction of the z axis (C6 axis) of the coordinate 
system. 

exciton and if the wave functions of the mechanical exci- 
tons vanish on the crystal boundary. T o  take into ac- 
count the singularities of the behavior of the wave func- 
tion of the exciton near the boundary, we can make use  
of the concept of the excitonless transition o r  "dead" 
layert5 and specify the SBC (17) on the inner surface of 
this layer. 

The SBC (17) can be transformed to the following form, 
which is convenient for calculations: 

where the index I numbers the transverse (1, 2, 3) and 
mixed (4, 5, 6) modes; nl =ckl/w is the refraction vec- 
tor, and E"' is the amplitude of the electric field inten- 
sity of the I -th mode excited inside the crystal when a 
plane monochromatic light wave is incident on the bound- 
ary - 

The Maxwell boundary conditions, i.e., the conditions 
of continuity of the tangential components of the vectors 
E and B, take in our case the form 

The transverse modes satisfy the relations 

For the mixed modes we have 

The Maxwell boundary conditions (21) together with the 
SBC (17) agree with the energy conservation law. In 
fact, following Ref. 16, the pointing relation can be re- 
written in the form of an energy conservation law with 
an energy flux density vector 

B s (r, t) = :[EX B ]  - 2 P, .P~,  
4n d ~ d n  

B' A' + - - ; . [ P ~ , x ~ ] Q -  --;-PociVPor 
G 

'-=.Y 
d l  

where (CV), = (1/2~, , )V, ,  M,, =MI,, M,, =M, =ML. For 
the sake of generality, Eq. (24) takes into account all the 
corrections listed in the table. We note the Exp. (24) 
for the energy flux density was determined uniquely, 
accurate to terms that can be transformed into a total 
derivative with respect to time o r  to a curl  of a certain 
vector. It can be verified that the boundary conditions 
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(17) and (21) ensure continuity of the normal components 
of the energy flux density (24) through the crystal 
boundary. 

4. Limiting Transition to the LongWave Region of the 
Spectrum 

In the present section we analyze the limiting case 
when 

where 

As before, we assume the following inequalities to be 
satisfied 

in order 'that the condition (1) be satisfied and that the 
system (8)-(10) be valid. In the frequency region spec- 
ified by the inequalities (25) and (261, the system (18)- 
(21) can be solved without a computer. It then-becomes 
possible to compare the conclusions of the microscopic 
NOA theory developed in the present paper with the re- 
sults of a phenomenological analysis of the reflection 
spectra in gyrotropic  crystal^.'^"^ 

According to (1 5), the dielectric tensor &,,(w, k) takes 
in the approximation linear in k the form 

el 0 iyk, 
0 PJ. iyk, , 
- iyk, - iyk, ei l  1 

where 

wo is the resonant frequency of the mechanical exciton a t  
k=O without allowance for the exchange interaction. 
The terms linear in k in the expression for the tensor 
Q,(w, k) determine the NOA of the crystals in the fre- 
quency region specified by the inequalities (25) and (26). 
The macroscopic parameter y(w) and the constant Bl a r e  
then connected by the simple relation (28). 

In our case, when the plane of incidence is perpen- 
dicular to the C6 axis, the coefficients r,, and Y, differ 
from zero only when the NOA is taken into account. 
Namely, observation of the reflection in crossed polar- 
izations (s - p or p - s at an incidence angle cp # 0") was 
in fact used in Ref. 5 to observe NOA in CdS crystals. 
In the frequency regions (25) and (26) we therefore cal- 
culate the reflection coefficients in first  order in l yl ko 
<< 1, and neglect corrections of the order 

[BtkolA(oo-o) lZ, [GeP/fc(oo-o) la, 
which make no contribution to r, and r,,. In the indicate 
approximation, we can neglect the excitation of the ex- 
citonic state r,, assuming in (13) that &= 0 and disre- 
garding Eq. (20) in the solution of the system of equa- 
tions (18)-(21). In Eqs. (18) and (21) we must put E "' 
=0, i.e., we assume that in the crystal a re  excited not 
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three but two transverse waves. One is a volume wave 
(I = 1)  with a refractive index 

and the other (1 =2) is the surface wave and attenuates in 
the interior of the crystal like exp(-ay), where 

with az >> &pa. 

The solutions of the dispersion equation (14) for mixed 
waves can be represented in the considered frequency 
region in the form 

z - 2Jf, -{%- " + - "'TL - - 
Ak,' 2 I ( 2%Pt2 ) 

with ln:,l>> 1. 

At M , @ ~ / E ~  > 2(wo - w) the quantities n, and n6 are  real, 
and the states 5 and 6 correspond to short-wave volume 
excitation; a t   ti^ < 2(w0 - w) the waves 5 and 6 at- 
tenuate in the interior of the crystal. 

We express the amplitudes of the waves 2, 5, and 6 in 
terms of the amplitudes of the volume waves 1 and 4, 
using the SBC in the form (18) and (19), and substitute 
the obtained expressions in the Maxwell boundary con- 
ditions (21). As a result we obtained in first-order ap- 
proximation in l yl k, << 1, the following system of equa- 
tions for the amplitudes Eo, E, E"' and E'~': 

E. (-0) =E, (+o) +%(-to), 
(31) 

B,(-O) =B,(+o) +"B(+o), 

where the magnetic-field induction vector is B = -ik," curl 
E; E, and B, a re  the tangentialcomponents of the vectors 
E and B, E(*O) a r e  the values of the vector E on the 
boundary of the crystal at y > 0 (medium) and y < 0 (vac- 
uum), E(+o) = E" ' + E'~'; the contributions of the waves 
5 and 6 

do not depend on the effective mass of the exciton and 
there is  no contribution from the wave 2 in this approxi- 
mation. The form of the equation (31) does not depend 
on the relation between MJ :/p and w,, - o. 

Solving (311, we found that in first-order approxima- 
tion in l y 1 ko << 1 the expressions for the diagonal coef- 
ficients r,, and r,, coincide with the known Fresnel for- 
mulas obtained neglecting NOA, and the off-diagonal co- 
efficients of 

1 iyko sin(2cp) 
r.*-rP, = - 

2 ( ( e O l ~ s i n z  cp) "+cog cp) ( (e,,-sinz cp) '&+eol cos cp) ' 

(33) 
Calculation of the reflection coefficients in the nonres- 

onant region for the crystals of symmetry C3,,, Cdu, Csv 
were made also in Ref. 4. The expression obtained there 
for Y,, =r,,, contained, unlike (33), a factor 1/2. In the 
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calculation of Ref. 4, account was taken ofonly twowaves 
excited in the crystal and corresponding to waves 1 and 
4 considered above, but corrections were introduced in 
Maxwell's boundary conditions. The boundary conditions 
used in Ref. 4 can be represented in the form similar to 
(31) by putting @,=O in (31) and multiplying the vector 
8,, defined in accordance with (32), by two. We note in 
this connection that in this approximation the system 
(31)' i n  which & is replaced by tlE, and B, is replaced 
by t2B,, agrees with the energy conservation law at  ar- 
bitrary t, and t2 satisfying the condition t, + t2  =2. We 
attribute the indicated difference between (33) and the 
results of Ref. 4 to the fact that in Ref. 4 no account was 
taken of the influence of the additional short-wave modes 
on the reflection coefficients. 

The form of the additional terms in (31) depends on the 
symmetry of the crystal. We have analyzed also the 
case of gyrotropic crystals of cubic symmetry (point 
group T or 0) in the frequency region specified by in- 
equalities similar to (25) and (26): 

where w, is the resonant frequency of the optically ac- 
tive exciton, and 0 is a constant for the terms linear in 
k in the energy spectrum of the exciton. In this case 
there i s  no correction to the f i rs t  equation of (31), and 
the expression for B, coincides with the corrections to 
the Maxwell boundary conditions, which were introduced 
in Refs. 4 and 17. 

5. Resonance Conditions 

Far  from the resonant absorption bands, the quantity 
r,, is of the order a/X << 1,  where a is a characteristic 
microscopic dimension (of the order of the lattice con- 
stant) and X is the wavelength of the light in the crystal. 
In nonresonant conditions i t  is therefore difficult to reg- 
ister the NOA. However, in the resonance region of 
frequencies, when X i s  substantially decreased, the ef- 
fects produced by the NOA should become considerably 
enhanced (as should any effect due to spatial disper- 
sion'). 

Figure 3 shows the spectral dependences of the ener- 
gy coefficients of reflection R,,= l r,,l (a) and R,,=l r,12 
(b) for the case of normal incidence (dashed curves), 
and also the spectral dependences of the "off-diagonal" 
coefficients R,,= Ir,,I (a) and R ,  = Ir,l (b) for the 
case of oblique incidence a t  an angle 45" (solid curves), 
calculated with a computer. In the calculations we used 
the parameters given above and SBC of the type (IT), 
and took into account a surface transition layer I =70 
thick. In addition, we introduced exciton damping r 
=0.05 meV, the same for all four states. 

Attention is called to the clearly pronounced resonant 
character of the spectral dependences of the off-diagon- 
a1 coefficients R ,  and R,,, which reach a maximum val- 
ue at an energy 8; of the longitudinal exciton r5. At fit 
= O  there is no orthogonal component in the reflection 
spectrum (R,, =R,, =0), and with increasing pi the max- 
imum values of R ,  and R,, increase. It can be shown 
that in analogy with (33) at normal incidence this effect 
is absent. The coefficients R,, and Rps coincide, a s  they 

FIG. 3. Theoretical reflection spectra in the region of the ex- 
citon resonance Bna in parallel (dashed curves) and crossed 
(solid) polarizations: R,, (a) and R, Cb) at cP =2", R* (a) and 
R, (b) at cP =45'. The numerical parameters are the same as 
in Figs. l c  and M. 

should. 

The experimental dependences of the reflection coef- 
ficients R,, and R,, (dashed curves in Fig. 3) also have a 
number of singularities. The R ,  spectrum (Fig. 3a) is 
similar to the reflection spectra in the P component, 
calculated in Ref. 8. The additional structure in the re- 
gion of the principal maximum of the reflection near the 
resonant energy $(O) i s  due to the constant b2. The 
small spike in the region of the principal minimum a t  the 
energy eL of the longitudinal exciton r1 is due to the 
transition layer. The spectrum of R,, (Fig. 3b) has sing- 
ularities in the form of a local minimum on the short- 
wave slope of the reflection curve (energy $;) and in the 
form of a spike a t  the energy of the longitudinal ex- 
citon rt in the region of the principal minimum. The 
first  singularity arises a t  0, * 0, i.e., i t  is due to the 
mixing of the states of the longitudinal and transverse 
excitons r5 and rl. The second singularity is due to the 
transition layer. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

1. Experimental Procedure 

We investigated in the experiment single-crystalplates 
of cadmium sulfide (24 x 3 x0.1 mm), grown from the gas 
phase. The reflecting phase was a natural-growth plane 
parallel to the hexagonal axis of the crystal. The inves- 
tigations were made on crystals whose reflection spectra 
in the spectral region of the excitons A and B T 4.2 K ,  
normal incidence) were similar to those given in Refs. 
8 and 15. The latter served as a criterion for good 
quality of the crystals. 

The crystals were immersed directly in liquid helium 
whose vapor was pumped up, making i t  possible, on the 
one hand, to lower the temperature to 2 K, and on the 
other hand to reduce to a minimum the noise due to the 
boiling of the helium. The reflections spectra were reg- 
istered photoelectrically (using a photon-counting sys- 
tem) with a DFS-24 spectrometer. A depolarizing wedge 
was placed ahead of the entrance slit of the spectro- 
meter to eliminate the undesirable influence of the opti- 
cal polarization of the instrument. 

The incidence angle could be varied in the range 
from 5 to 85" and set  with an accuracy &lo. The light 
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source was an incandescent lamp. The crystal was 
placed between the polarizer and analyzer, whose azi- 
muths could be  varied and measured with the aid of 
angle-measuring devices. 

The experimental setup made i t  possible to measure 
reliably the reflection spectra in relative units. To de- 
termine the absolute values i t  was sufficient to know the 
absolute value of the reflection coefficient a t  any one 
frequency. To this end we took into account the fact that 
according to the Fresnel formulas for anisotropic med- 
ium, at an incidence angle cp =45", regardless of the 
value of the dielectric constant, the following relation 
holds 

R,. (45") =R,, (45O)IR.. (45"). (34) 

Thus, i f  we measure in relative units the coefficients 
R,(45") and R,,(45") at one of the frequencies in a spec- 
tral  region far from the exciton resonances, where the 
Fresnel formulas a r e  valid, then formula (34) can be 
used to obtain also the absolute value of the coefficient 
R,,(45") a t  this frequency. Using the obtained value of 
R,(45"), i t  is possible to calculate with Fresnal formu- 
las the dielectric constant and determine the coefficients 
R, and R,, at arbitrary incidence angles. 

In uniaxial crystals, owing to the optical anistropy, 
the relation (34) is not satisfied in the general case. 
However, in CdS crystals far  from the resonant region 
of the spectrum, on the long-wave side, there exists a 
wavelength X ("isotropic point")" on which the refrac- 
tive indices of the ordinary and extraordinary rays  co- 
incide, i.e., on which the crystal becomes optically iso- 
tropic and formula (34) is valid. The exact position of 
the "isotropic point" for the samples employed by us 
was determined by us  from the spectral position of the 
minimum, closest to Xi, (according to the data of Ref. 
18), of the transmission of the crystal placed between 
the crossed polarizer and analyzer, (the polarization 
planes of the analyzer and the polarizer made in this 
case an angle of 45" with the optical axis of the crystal). 

We checked on the position of the "isotropic point" by 
using crystals of different thicknesses, since the mini- 
mum of the interference pattern of the transmission, 
corresponding to Xi,, should have the same spectral po- 
sition regardless of the crystal thickness. To eliminate 
the influence of the wave reflected from the rea r  face of 
the crystal (the "isotropic point" in CdS is located in the 
transparency region), the measurements were made on 
wedge-shaped samples. 

Following the procedure described above, we deter- 
mined the position of the "isotropic point" hi, = 5098 i6 
(2.432 eV) and the corresponding value of the dielectric 
constant cis = 7.67 a t  T =2 K. The solid curve in Fig. 4 
shows the theoretical dependence of the ratio R ,~R, ,  on 
the incidence angle cp, constructed for cis = 7.67. The 
experimental points obtained for the incidence angles 
8, 30, and 45" agree well with this curve. At large in- 
cidence angles (q  > 80") the angle-measurement e r ro r  
leads to a large error  in the measurement of the reflec- 
tion coefficients. In these cases the actual angle q was 
chosen by us to be the angle corresponding in accord- 
ance with the Fresnel formulas to the experimentally 

FIG. 4. Ratio RpdR, of the reflection coefficients vs. the in- 
cidence angle cP at the frequency of the "isotropic point" of the 
CdS crystal (T = 2 K) . Solid curve-result of calculation. The 
encircled point on the curve corresponds to the experimentally 
determined ratio R,,JR, from which the angle cP is determined 
at "glancing" incidence. 

measured ratio R,~R,,. In particular, the experiment- 
ally obtained ratio R ,~R, ,  =0.193 should be satisfied a t  
q=81.5" (the dark point in Fig. 4). 

The reflection spectra registered in the exciton region 
of the spectrum were normalized to the values of the re- 
flection coefficients in the "isotropic point." The ac- 
curacy of the measurement of the absolute values of the 
reflection coefficient in this method is approximately 
5%. The greatest accuracy is reached a t  an incidence 
angle p=45", for which the normalization is carried out 
directly by formula (34). 

2. Experimental Results 

Figure 5 shows the experimentally measured reflec- 
tion spectra of CdS crystal a t  T = 2  K for incidence an- 
gles equal to 8" (a, b) 45" (c,d),  and 81.5" (e,f) in the 
region of the exciton resonance B,,. The geometry of 
the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. The light circles 
represent the values of the coefficients R,, (a, c ,  e) and 
R,, (b, d, f); the dark circles correspond to the reflec- 
tion coefficients R, (a, c , e )  and R,, (b, d, f) in the or- 
thogonal configurations. 

At almost normal incidence (q  = 8') the Rpp and R,, re- 
flection spectra a re  similar to the spectra discussed in 
Ref. 8. Just  a s  in that reference, a distinct supplemen- 
tary structure is observed in the region of the principal 
maximum of the R, spectrum, while the R,, spectrum 
has no structure. There a r e  no singularities whatever 
in the region of the principal minima. Attention is call- 
ed to the fact that the minimum in the R,, spectrum is 
shifted somewhat in the short-wave side away from the 
principal minimum of the spectrum Rpp. 

When the incidence angle is increased to 45", the sup- 
plementary structure in the region of the principal mrix- 
imum of the Rpp spectrum is retained, and in the region 
of the principal minimum there appears a singularity in 
the form of a small spike (Fig. 5c). At the same time, 
the spectrum R,, retains i t s  form (Fig. 5d). The mini- 
mum of R, i s  shifted towards the shorter wavelengths 
relative to the spike in the R, spectrum. 

With further increase of the angle q ,  the Rpp spectrum 
changes significantly. In particular, the spike vanishes, 
and the anomalous behavior in the region of the princi- 
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical re- 
flection spectra Rw, R* (a, c, e) and R,, Rps (b, d, f) in the 
region of the exciton resonance at incidence angles V 
=8* (a, b), 45" (c, dl, 81.5" (e, a. The abscissa axis  in 
Fig. 5f corresponds to the zero level of the Rps spectrum. 
0-experimental Rpp and Rss spectra, @--experimental R* and 
Rps spectra. Dashed-theoretical spectra Rw and R,, solid 
lines-theoretical spectra R* and RM. 

pal maximum is modified. Under conditions of "glanc- 
ing" incidence (cp = 81.5"), the spectrum takes the form 
shown in Fig. 5e. The main characteristic feature of 
the R,, spectrum i s  a deep minimum (Fig. 5f). 

AS to the spectra obtained in orthogonal configurations 
of the polarizer and analyzer, they have a clearly pro- 
nounced resonant character. The spectral dependence 
of R,, or  Rpa is a narrow asymmetric peak located in the 
region of the principal minimum of the R,, spectrum. 
With decreasing incidence angle, the intensity of such a 
peak tends practically to zero (Fig. 5a and 5b). The 
background against which this peak is observed a t  cp = 8" 
is due apparently to the diffuse component of the refl'ect- 
ed light, which a t  such small incidence angle is already 
comparable with the specular orthogonal component. 
The coefficients Rps and Rap reach their maximum value 
(=I0?) near cp =45" (Fig. 5c and 5d) and decrease smooth- 
ly with increasing incidence angle from 50 to 85" (Figs. 
5e and 5f). We note that in Fig. 5f the abscissa axis 
corresponds to the zero level in the Rpa spectrum. 

A comparison of the reflection spectra obtained in or- 
thogonal configurations ps and sp shows that the inten- 

sity and shape of the reflection peaks of Rpa and Rap, a t  a 
fixed angle cp, practically coincide. Depending on the 
accuracy of the setting of the optical axis of the sample 
in the vertical direction, the intensities of these peaks 
and the ratio between them may vary. A criterion of a 
correct orientation of the crystal was the equality of the 
intensities R ,  and R ,  a t  cp =45" (see part I). 

The R,, and R ,  spectra shown in Figs. 5c and 5d 
differ somewhat in intensity from the analogous spec- 
t r a  of our preceding paper.5 The reason is the less ac- 
curate procedure of determining the absolute values of 
the reflection coefficient and the insufficiently accurate 
orientation of the ~ a r n p l e . ~  

We have dealt so far with reflection spectra in the re-  
gion of the exciton resonance Bnai. In the region of the 
exciton state A,., the reflection spectra in the geometry 
of Fig. 2 a r e  given for the pp configuration in Ref. 11. 
Our present measurements in the orthogonal configura- 
tions ps and s p  have shown that the narrow peak of the 
R ,  and R ,  reflection is observed also in the region of 
the principal minimum of the R,, spectrum for the ex- 
citon A. This peak is similar in form to the correspond- 
ing peak in the region of the exciton B,  but its intensity 
is weaker by almost one order of magnitude. 

3. CHOICE OF PARAMETERS OF THE THEORY AND 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

According to the theory developed above, the optical 
properties of a crystal in the region of the exciton reso- 
nance B,., and in the experimental geometry shown in 
Fig. 2 is characterized by a set  of 1 7  parameters: wo, 
WILT, wZT, ML, EOII,  C O L ,  hi, A29 81, 82, (YL, BL, YII, 1,  
r,, r,,, and ro, where r L ,  r , , ,  and rQ a r e  the damping 
parameters for the states r5, r,, and r2, n respective- 
ly, while A, and A2 a r e  the exchange constants (desig- 
nated A,, and 2AL in Ref. 9). By a suitable choice of 
these parameters i t  is possible to describe satisfactor- 
ily the entire set  of the experimental spectra of Fig. 5, 
where the theoretical plots a r e  shown dashed (the spec- 
t ra  Rpp and R,,) and solid (the spectra R,, and R,). 

In the preliminary calculations, each of the param- 
eters cited above was varied in a wide range, making i t  
possible to establish the role of each of them in the for- 
mation of the reflection spectrum. It was then possible 
to ascertain which parameter is connected with any par- 
ticular singularity of the spectrum. As result, despite 
the large number of parameter, their values could be 
chosen within narrow limits. These values were chosen 
primarily to be able to describe most accurately the 
experimental spectra a t  an incidence angle cp = 45", in- 
asmuch a s  a t  this angle the spectra have a large num- 
ber of structural singularities and can be measured 
more accurately. 

We now consider briefly the influence of each of the 
parameters on the form of the reflection spectra, and 
indicate their values chosen when the theoretical rela- 
tions on Fig. 5 were calculated. 

Resonance frequency wo and the exchange constants A, 
and A2. Accurate to the values of the exchange cons- 
tants, the resonance energy Ewe determined the spectral  
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positions of the reflection curves. The constants and 
A, lead to an additional shift of the spectra R,, and R,,, 
including the shift relative to each other. The point of 
the spectrum R,, ((P = BO; 45') in the region of the singu- 
larity on the principal maximum, where the reflection 
curve has the largest slope relative to the abscissa ax- 
is, corresponds to the energy Roo - A1 - A,. The posi- 
tions of the peaks R, and R,, and of the spike in the re- 
gion of the principal minimum of the spectrum R,(45") 
a re  determined by the energy A(wo + wiT) +A1, while the 
minimum in the spectrum R,,(45") corresponds approxi- 
mately to the energies R(wo + o i T )  - A, + A,. Using our 
measured positions of the distinct singularities of the 
spectra and comparing the shape and intensity of the 
theoretical and experimental reflection curves, we have 
obtained the following values of the parameters: R o o  
=2567.65 meV, A, =0.01 meV, and A2 =-0.06 meV. 

Longitudinal-transverse splittings wiT and @iT. The 
values of wiT and wiT determine in the main the spread 
of the spectra along the ordinate axis and the distance 
between the maximum and minimum in the R,, o r  R,, 
spectra: RwiT = 1.58 meV and RoiT = 1.94 meV. 

Translational mass of the exciton M,. The value of M, 
determines the maximum values of the reflection coef- 
ficients in the configurations pp and ss, and also the ap- 
pearance and form of the anomalies in the region of the 
principal minima. The value M, = 1.2 mo used by us a- 
grees with the estimates of Mahan and ~ o p f i e l d . ~  

The phonon dielectric cpnstants Eo, and &oll. The con- 
stants co, and colI determine the values of the reflection 
coefficients R, and R,, on the long- and short-wave 
sides of the structural parts of the spectra: cw = 10.2; 
EOll = 10.0. 

The constants fl, and flz of the terms linear in k. Since 
the NOA in the vicinity of the exciton resonance Bna1 is 
connected with the constant Pi, the value of this constant 
determines the intensity of the reflection spectra in the 
orthogonal configurations s p  and ps. When choosing the 
constant fl, i t  must be borne in mind that the intensity of 
the half-width of the peak R,, or  R, depends also on the 
damping parameters I?, and r,,. The value fliwa/c 
=-0.075 meV makes it possible to account for the ex- 
perimental result with sufficient accuracy. 

The value of the constant f12 influences the ratio of the 
reflection coefficients a t  the maximum of the spectrum 
R, on the short-wave shoulder adjacent to this maxi- 
mum. The sharpness of the structure depends on the 
parameters I?, and rQ. The theoretical curves in Fig. 5 
were constructed a t  fl,w,/c =0.06 meV. 

We note that the reflection spectra discussed in the 
present paper a r e  not sensitive to the signs of the con- 
stants j3, or &.. The values b1<0 and B,>O cited by us 
correspond to estimatesg according to which 4 " -8,. 
It can be shown that the choice of the sign of the 
constant 8, or  6, fixes the direction of the polar axis 
of the crystal, and reversal  of this sign i s  equivalent 
to change of the direction of the polar axis.lg Our 
values of the constants j3, and & enable us tq estimate 
the constant 8, of the terms linear in k in the Hamil- 
tonian of the excitond. In fact, according to Ref. 9, 

where M? and M ~ Z M ,  a r e  the translational masses of 
the excitons A and B. Using the values Mf =1.2 mo and 
Mf=0.9 mo,15 we get f13wo/c =-0.01 meV. This is much 
less than the values given above for fl, and 8,. There- 
fore, in contrast to the exciton B, for the exciton A the 
terms linear in k do not lead to noticeable singularities 
in the reflection spectra Rpp. 

"Qwldrupole" corrections to the matrix elements of 
the optical transition (the constants a,, fl,, and y,,). 
Calculation has shown that the constants a, and (3, lead 
to qualitative and quantitative singularities which had not 
been observed in the experimental spectra of CdS. We 
have therefore put a, = 8, =O. The correction connected 
with the constant y,l makes a contribution of the NOA and 
its  action on the R,, and R,, spectra is analogous to the 
action of the constant Pi. But to describe these spectra 
i t  is necessary to use  such large values of y,,, that the 
theoretical spectra R, and R,, lose their similarity to 
the experimentally observed spectra in the pp and ss 
configuration. It can therefore be assumed that y,, =O. 

It was already noted in the f i rs t  part that the terms 
linear in k in the energy spectrum of the exciton A,., do 
not lead to NOA. A contribution to the NOA can be made 
in this case  by a quadruple  corrections similar to the 
correction with the constant y,, for the exciton B [see Eq. 
(B)]. At y;;'wa/c =0.04 we can satisfactorily duplicate the 
experimental spectrum R, or  R, in the region of the 
exciton A without upsetting thereby the spectrum Rpp. 

Thickness I of the transition layer. When choosing the 
value of I i t  must be borne in mind that in the experi- 
ment the spike produced by thetransition layer appears 
in the R, spectrum only i f  the incidence is oblique, and 
does not appear a t  all  in the R, spectrum (according to 
Fig. 3 parameter values a r e  possible for which such a 
spike appears in each of the reflection spectra Rpp and 
R, a t  normal inciden~e) .~  We note that variation of 1 in 
the range from 0 to 120 A does not influence substan- 
tially the spectra in the orthogonal configurations. We 
used in the calculation I = 78 A. 

The damping parameters r,, r,,, and ro. The values 
of these parameters influence mainly the accuracy of the 
reproduction of the additional structure in the reflection 
spectra. The quantity rQ characterized a section with 
additional structure in the region of the principal maxi- 
mum of the R,, spectrum, while rL and r,, play a role in 
the spectral interval that includes the principal minima 
of the R, and R,, spectra. On the remaining sections of 
the reflection spectra, such small values of the damping 
parameters have no significant effect. We have used the 
values RI', =0.185 meV, El?,, ~ 0 . 2  meV, and R r Q  =0.075 
meV. 

The theoretical reflection spectra calculated using the 
foregoing values of the parameters of the exciton reso- 
nance B,., in the CdS crystal and shown in Fig. 5 a re  in 
good agreement with the experimental data of the same 
figure. Some difference between the experimental and 
theoretical relations is apparently connected with the a p  
proximate character of the model of the transition layer, 
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and also with the fact  that no account was taken in the 
calculation of the possible frequency dependence of the 
background dielectric constant and of the damping pa- 
rameters  within the limits of the reflection bands. 

I t  was noted in the theoretical part  that a t  f l , #  0 there 
can be observed in the R,, spectrum, a t  the frequency of 
the principal minimum of the R ,  spectrum (energy $;), 
an additional singularity in  the form of a local minimum 
(Fig. 3b, dashed curve). However, in the reflection 
spectra of the CdS crystals  this singularity, which is 
due to NOA, does not appear. Nor is i t  seen on the the- 
oretical curves of Fig. 5. The reason is that in the CdS 
crystals  the additional singularity lands in the region of 
the principal minimum of the R ,  spectrum, and does 
not come into view. I t  was of interest  to investigate the 
reflection spectra of such crystals  with wurtzite struc- 
tures,  in which the longitudinal-transverse splittings 
weT and w i T  differ strongly and the minima of the R ,  
and R,, spectra are noticeably separated. Such crystals  
include the 6 modification of AgI, whose reflection spec- 
tra are given in Ref. 6. In  accord with the theoretical 
predictions, a local minimum was observed in the R,, 
spectrum of the AgI crystal  a t  the frequency of the prin- 
cipal minimum of the R ,  spectrum. A numerical calcu- 
lation6 within the framework of the theory developed a- 
bove agrees well with the experimental data. We note 
that methodological difficulties prevented the authors of 
Ref. 6 to register  the characterist ic  reflection peaks in 
orthogonal configurations. 

We have thus investigated in this paper, theoretically 
and experimentally, a group of phenomena connected 
with a unique manifestation of NOA of c rys ta ls  with 
wurtzite structure. The agreement between the results  
of the theory and of the experiments attest to the appli- 
cability of the theory developed here  to a description of 
the NOA of crystals  of symmetry C,,, C4, and C8, in the 
region of the frequencies of the excitonic resonances. 

In conclusion, the authors thank G. E. Pikus and S. A. 
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for  interest  in the work, and V. M. Agranovich for  a 
helpful discussion. 
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